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INTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles are becoming the new norm on
the road—earlier this year, Americans bought more
electric vehicles than ever before, according to the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Consumers
purchased more than 122,000 electric vehicles in
March 2021 alone, making electric vehicles 7.6
percent of the market share of light duty vehicles,
and that percentage is expected to continue
growing.
As more capabilities are added to electric vehicles,
the use of a battery management system is critical
to prioritizing and powering all of the vehicle’s
systems. Battery management systems intelligently
control the battery charge to protect it from
operations beyond safe limits. The various
interconnects within the battery management
system dictate the accuracy, performance, and
reliability while ensuring it operates within
compliance of various safety standards.
Due to the increase in battery-powered systems
within electric vehicles, the components within the
car must prioritize space savings while being able
to withstand rugged environments. The battery
management system has become an integral part
of the vehicle, and the interconnects that ensure
the system operates properly must be able to meet
a variety of design requirements.
BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: THE BRAINS OF
THE CAR
The battery management system should be viewed
as a whole subsystem set, not just one system. It

typically includes a battery monitoring unit that
acquires data and manages safety, a system that
manages the temperature of the battery, and the
ability to communicate with all systems throughout
the vehicle.
The battery management system is an integral part
of the car and has grown more complex in recent
years—it needs to provide power to safety
systems, uses logic to balance which systems to
manage, and ensures that critical systems are
powered at all times. And as additional capabilities
from advanced assisted driving systems to massage
functions are added to vehicles, battery
management systems needs to be able to assess
which systems need constant power while
managing temperature, electricity output, and
other safety components. Many intelligent systems
are working together within the battery
management system, and they all need to be
connected.
For electric vehicle applications, battery systems
are organized into three main stages: the individual
battery cells are formulated into modules, which
are organized into packs. The interconnects
between those groupings and from the three
stages to the other systems in the car are essential
to the success of the battery management system
and must meet certain safety criteria in the form of
standards. The United States Council for
Automotive Research (USCAR) performance
standard and its European counterpart, LV214,
require these components to undergo rigorous
testing to ensure they are suitable for use in

electric vehicles. Testing involves many aspects,
including temperature, retention-based
robustness, and shock and vibration.
Once interconnects are deemed to be compatible
with USCAR or LV214 requirements, depending on
the market, vehicle designers can rely on the fact
that the connectors will work for battery
management systems. If designers use the same
interconnect family throughout the vehicle, they
only need to qualify the connectors once to meet
approvals, which can save a lot of time.
SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Not every manufacturer is going to have the same
component requirements—their systems are
configured in a way that is conducive to what
they’re manufacturing, but not every car is the
same. Battery management systems all have the
same function, but the way they are connected—
and the various signal and power requirements—
can vary widely. In order to customize a vehicle’s
battery management system, manufacturers often
work closely with interconnect suppliers for a
specific solution.
Using interconnects that meet safety standards
ensures that they will be compatible with battery
management systems. After that, there are a lot of
variables depending on the use case. These include
different attachment methods, whether discrete
wires or semirigid flex wires are being used on the
battery modules themselves, and power and signal
requirements. The size of the connector in terms of
contact pitch as well as pin count can also be
customized while maintaining the same
interconnect technology.
As an answer to these needs, interconnect
suppliers are beginning to move away from the
industry standard 1.8 mm pitch and offering more
compact, smaller pitch size and automotive-grade
connector solutions while maintaining the required
current capability requirements. Advances in
interconnect technology and design have led to the
recent introduction of the more compact 1.27 mm
pitch size interconnect, which saves space while
offering the same current capability—typically
4A/contact with all contacts powered.

EVOLVING WITH INDUSTRY GROWTH
While the automotive standards serve as a baseline
for what components can be used in a vehicle,
advancements in electric vehicles are driving more
component customization. Most major electric
vehicle manufacturers follow industry standards in
terms of vibration, shock, and robustness. But
beyond those requirements, designers often look
for high-current capabilities using a smaller pitch
due to a need for space and weight savings as more
sensors and features are added to the vehicle.
Suppliers are constantly seeing new trends to
extend and improve battery life and performance
through new attachment methods or current
requirements. While emerging design
requirements can be hard to predict, suppliers that
have strong relationships with battery
management system designers and engineers can
anticipate emerging design trends and prepare for
the next evolution of interconnect technology.
In terms of new development, suppliers are seeing
more requests for waterproof components to
ensure reliability even in rugged environments.
And as space and weight savings become more
important, some manufacturers are moving away
from wires and towards lighter-weight flex
connectors. Not only do these save space but make
assembly easier, which is another increasingly
important consideration for manufacturers.
The rate at which electric vehicles are being
developed and designed is constantly increasing,
and interconnect suppliers must be able to
produce new reliable systems in very limited
timeframes. Working with suppliers that have an
established line of interconnects that meet
automotive safety standards allows designers and
engineers to work together to build on that existing
technology to speed up time to market, even as
new innovations continue to emerge in the electric
vehicle space.

